


SESSION 1

MODIFYING LAYOUT 

OF A PARAGRAPH



A paragraph in Word is any text that ends with a hard return. You 

insert a hard return anytime you press the Enter key. Paragraph 

formatting lets you control the appearance if individual paragraphs.

For example, you can change the alignment of text from left to 

center or the spacing between lines form single to double. You can 

indent paragraphs, number them, or add borders and shading to 

them.

Paragraph formatting is applied to an entire paragraph.All

formatting for a paragraph is stored in the paragraph mark and 

carried to the next paragraph when you press the Enter key. You can 

copy paragraph formats from paragraph to paragraph and view 

formats through task panes.



Paragraph Alignment

Paragraph alignment determines how the lines in a paragraph 

appear in relation to the left and right margins. The margin is the 

blank space between the edge of the paper and where the text.

The easiest way to change paragraph alignment is to use the 
alignment buttons on the Formatting toolbar.

You can also use keyboard shortcuts. Ctrl+L= Left 
Align; Ctrl+R= Right Align; Ctrl+E= Center; Ctrl+J= Justify.



Using Tabs in Microsoft Word

Setting Tabs

Tabs are a paragraph-formatting feature used to align text. When 

you press the Tab key, Word inserts a tab character and moves the 

insertion point to the tab setting, called the tab stop. You can set 

custom tabs or use Word’s default tab settings.

Tabs are set to distribute text evenly between the left and right 

margins. Word’s default tabs are set every half-inch. These tabs 

are indicated at the bottom of the horizontal ruler by tiny tick 

marks.



If you don’t want to use the default 

tabs that are set at half-inch tabs, you 

have two choices. Change the distance 

between the default/existing tabs or 

create custom tabs.

The four most common types of 

custom tabs are left-aligned, centered, 

right-aligned, and decimal-aligned. 

Custom tab settings are indicated on

the horizontal ruler by tab markers.

There are two ways to set tabs. By 

either using the Tabs Dialog Box or 

using the ruler.



Setting tabs by using the ruler is an easy, two-step process. Click 

the Tab Alignment button on the left of the ruler to choose the type 

of alignment and then click the position on the ruler to set the tab.

Adjusting Tab Settings
You can adjust tabs inserted in a document by using either the 
Tabs dialog box or the ruler (by clicking and dragging).



SESSION 2

MANAGING HEADERS

&

SESSION 3

MANAGING FOOTERS



You can make your document look professional and polished by 

utilizing the header and footer sections. 

The header is a section of the document that appears in the top 

margin, while the footer is a section of the document that appears 

in the bottom margin. Headers and footers generally contain 

information such as the page number, date, and document name.

Text entered in the header or footer will appear on each 
page of the document



To insert a header or footer:

1) Select the Insert tab.

2) Click either the Header or Footer command. A drop-down menu 

will appear.

3) From the drop-down menu, select Blank to insert a blank header or 

footer, or choose one of the built-in options.

4) The Design tab will appear on the Ribbon, and the header or 
footer will appear in the document.

5) Type the desired information into the header or footer.

6) When you're finished, click Close Header and Footer in 
the Design tab, or hit the Esc key.





You can insert date and time by clicking the Date & Time 

option available under Insert Group.

You can choose the date and time format from the available 

formats.

You can also insert a picture or clipart within the header. This 

option can be useful in situations.

when you need to insert company’s or an event’s logo. Try 

inserting a picture or a clipart into the header using the Picture 

and Clip Art option under Insert Group; observe the changes 

made to the document.

Note: After you close the header or footer, it will still be 
visible, but it will be locked. To edit it again, just double-
click anywhere on the header or footer, and it will become 
unlocked.



Write in the fill in the blanks and Question Answers in the Copy:

Fill in the blanks:

1. _______________ can be used to break continuous text to one or 

more sentences.

2. Paragraph group is available under _____________.

3. Default tab stop position is __________ .

4.______________ can be used for inserting information at the top of 

each page automatically.

5. Header option is available under ____________ group in Insert 

Tab.

6.______________ can be used for inserting information at the 

bottom of each page automatically.

7. The Footer option is available under ____________ group in the 

Insert Tab.



Question and Answers:

1)Write two points about Header and Footer.

2)Write four items which can be inserted in the  header?

3)In which tab and group header and footer located in Word 

Processing?

4)Write the Steps to insert the header and footer.

5)What is the use of setting tabs in formatting paragraph?


